Information
solutions for
tomorrow’s
passenger

Display Solutions

On-Board, Railway and Display Solutions

Mitron

Information solutions for tomorrow’s passenger
Whether in Riyadh, Milan or Oslo,
Mitron is there to provide you with
the best in public transportation
information systems and modern
display solutions. We provide
information solutions for tomorrow’s
passenger.
Our proven and reliable products and
systems will satisfy all of your public
information needs, whether they are for
on-board, railway or display solutions. The
On-Board Solutions we offer for trains,

trams and metros are scalable: from
high-quality displays to comprehensive
and integrated systems for public
address, intercommunication, CCTV and
entertainment.
When it comes to Railway Solutions, we can
offer advanced station management systems
and displays for railway and metro stations
to suit your needs. Our wide selection of
Display Solutions, available with several
different display applications, ensures the
best possible fit for each installation – even
in the most demanding of environments.

International experience

Consistent high quality

Lifetime companion

Mitron Railway Solutions are used
in a number of railway and metro
stations across Europe and we are
the preferred partner of many
railway integrators and network
operators worldwide.

We offer a wide range of highquality products and systems,
enabling flexible customization and
easy integration with your existing
infrastructure. All of these products
and systems are subjected to a
thorough testing and validation
process to ensure they match your
industry expectations.

Mitron is the name for a lifetime
companion. We are committed
to supporting our technology
solutions for the entire lifetime of
your installation. Our continuous
research and development of new
technologies and dedication to
quality keep us ahead of the times.

We are also the trusted choice
of several international vehicle
manufacturers and our systems are
running in over 500 railway vehicles
in more than 20 countries. Mitron
displays are designed for 24/7 use in
a variety of settings.
Based on our broad experience, we
can combine advanced technology,
high-quality in-house engineering
and local service capabilities with
professional project management
and accurate deliveries to anywhere
in the world.
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Fully committed to meeting your
needs with the right solution, we
are also able to ensure the best
value for your investment. Mitron
quality is certified according to
International Railway Industry
Standard IRIS, and ISO 9001 and
14001.

Our obsolescence management
processes secure continuous
technology support for more than
thirty years. With our lifetime
services, you can always reap the
benefits of the latest technologies.

Commitment to
sustainability

Information solutions for
tomorrow’s passenger

A high level of environmental
awareness is an integral part of
our operation at every level. All of
our products are designed with
energy-efficiency and minimized
power consumption in mind
and the continuous research
and development of these
products keeps us on the path to
sustainability. We keep a respect for
the code of ethics at the core of our
values.

Mitron enables you to keep your
passengers up-to-date with reliable,
real-time information using our
on-board, railway and display
solutions. With our technology your
tomorrow’s passenger can enjoy
secure, easy-going travel and you
can make reliable announcements,
timetables and security systems a
part of daily life.
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Designed
with strength and durability

Whether it’s hot and humid or
freezing cold, we will provide you
with display technology that
shows your information without
fail, regardless of any surrounding
conditions.
Mitron TFT LCD and LED display solutions
are designed for 24/7 use with city traffic,
on public transportation vehicles, as digital
signage, at gas stations, and within retail
and industrial settings. Thoroughly tested
worldwide to withstand environments
as varied and challenging as cold,
Nordic winters and the heat of Asia,
our standardized, high-quality displays
can offer reliability even under the most
demanding conditions.

Your partner for city traffic
Our displays are used successfully
worldwide for platform information
and timetable monitoring, both indoors
and outdoor, as well as within vehicles.
Our products and systems have a proven
ability to be easily integrated into many
city traffic environments. As we are
a global forerunner in the design and
development of display technologies,
information is in safe hands with us.
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Reliability 24/7
Mitron product reliability comes from over
20 years of designing and developing display
technologies. We offer display solutions with
strong, vandal resistant construction, and a
high tolerance for disturbances, mechanical
stress, and solar radiation, in order to provide
an all-condition performance. Spare part
availability and customer service can assure
that information is seen 24/7.

Brightly visible
By selecting the best fitting technology
for each situation, we can optimize the
visibility of the information. Mitron displays
provide advanced thermal management
with automated temperature and brightness
controls and an anti-reflective front glass
that minimizes sun-reflections. For extreme
visibility requirements, we recommend our
Super High Brightness TFT LCD displays.

Saving money and energy
When choosing Mitron, you can trust on
long lifetime and low life-cycle costs of our
products, and also reap the benefits of the
integrated self-diagnostics, service-free
operation and low power-consumption of
the devices. With advanced LED backlight
technology, the customer can enjoy even
longer lifetime of the display and move
further towards energy-efficiency.
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Wide

application range

Our wide range of standard products makes Mitron the best choice for a large
number of applications, both indoor and outdoor. We also offer our customers a
range of versatile optional features such as: interactive touch screens, integrated
audio and camera systems and wireless communication.

City Traffic Stockholm, Sweden
Mitron has supplied the city of Stockholm with over 150 TFT LCD
and LED displays for their bus stops and stations, providing them
with flexible real-time passenger information. Some of these
displays also provide integrated text to speech functions, as well
as a microphone connection to the control room. Mitron also
maintains and services Stockholm’s city traffic displays.

City Traffic Trondheim and
Stavanger, Norway

Mitron has supplied the cities of
Trondheim and Stavanger with over 1000
TFT LCD displays for use on bus stops
and inside busses, with Swarco Norge as
integrator. The Mitron displays enhance
the useability of public transportation in
Trondheim and Stavanger with real-time
passenger information.
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Dutch Railways’ Trains, The Netherlands

Mitron has supplied over 5000 displays and more than 1500 media players
to Dutch Railways in the Netherlands, with Nomad Digital as system supplier.
Mitron was chosen for our leading display solution, and the TFT LCD displays
and media players are now used for presenting passenger information on Dutch
Railways’ trains.

Neste Oil Petrol Stations,
Finland

Mitron was awarded a remarkable
petrol station project in Finland.
The order included over 1000 TFT
LCD displays which were installed
at hundreds of petrol stations
around the country. All the displays
were customer design and are used
both indoors and outdoors. Mitron
customer Seasam Digital supplied
our displays to the end user Neste
Oil.
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Contact us

Netherlands
France

Finland
Poland
Russia
Germany
Switzerland
Italy

Mitron Head Office
P.O.Box 113
(Yrittäjänkaari 19)
FI-30101 Forssa, Finland
Tel. +358 108 431 400
Fax +358 3 4355 321
Email: firstname.lastname@mitron.com

www.mitron.com

